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Anotace:
Byť úspešný a efektívny v boji s novodobým asymetrickým protivníkom si 

vyžaduje hľadanie primeraných nástrojov štátu, okrem klasickej deštrukcie sily pro-
tivníka, ktorými dosiahneme požadované synergické a kumulované účinky na vôľu 
a správanie sa entity – záujmového subjektu. Článok rieši procesné a situačné riad-
enie zmeny entity asymetrického protivníka, ako možný efektívny nástroj implementácie 
prístupu k operáciám založenom na účinkoch, pre prekonanie súčasných a budúcich 
bezpečnostných problémov, komplexným využitím nástrojov štátnej moci pri obrane 
jeho bezpečnostných záujmov.

¬¬¬

1. Introduction
Effects Based Approach to Operations – (EBAO1) represents a new methodology 

of planning and performing operations (actions). The selection of actions is subjected 
by required cumulated effects for reaching the nal condition of entity behaviour – 
an asymmetric opponent in peace and war. The process control of continuous entity 
changes has to be directed to the aim condition by fullling the partial aims and by tran-
sition through transient entity conditions dened in the decision process. At the same 
time, we can use methodological apparatus of a general system theory, to modify the 
SWOT analysis and to utilize the holistic approach for the asymmetric opponent evalu-
ation as a complex adjustable system. 
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2. Application of EBAO using the process and situation control 
of entity changes – an asymetric opponent
We understand “an entity” as “odd formation of reality which we are able to learn, 

predict, think about as having certain characteristics, we can describe it and it can be 
a subject of our debates”.2 Because of EBAO methodology application reasons, for a c-
titious state person, a picture of a potential asymmetric opponent could be an examined 
entity as an adaptive system consisting of components, subsystems and interrelations in 
the certain system vicinity. 

1 step: processing of an asymmetric opponent situation model
We will carry out the description of an entity structure for state and non state tools 

in “state services” by working out an asymmetric opponent situation model (of a state 
or non state person) who will identify its basic current characteristics in the following 
areas (parameters):

– politics (P),
– information technologies (I),
– warfare (W),
– economics (E),
– social conditions (S), and 
– religion (N).

The introduced basic areas of the examined entity structure – an asymmetric oppo-
nent, normally respect the applied “DIME – model” (Diplomacy, Information, Military, 
Economy) for complex evaluation of country potential. They create conditions for dis-
covering “a soul and a body” of an asymmetric opponent, for coordinated, current 
and effective use of all tools for the state benets. For reasons that EBO represents 
operations designed and planned within a system in which the full range of direct, indi-
rect and cascade effects are deliberated and they will be achieved, with different level 
of expectation, by application of military, diplomatic, economical and psychological 
tools”.3 The basic areas (parameters) of an entity specied as “PIVESN”, represent so 
called met language which, as a rule, is created for characterizing an asymmetric oppo-
nent by description of system elements, subsystems, relations and rightfulness among 
them (e.g. in morphological analyses etc.)

In particular areas, we primary identify “WEAK POINTS OF AN ENTITY” of 
the present condition which we indicate within the range of “SL 1 to SL 5”. Second, 
we identify “STRONG POINTS OF ENTITY” of present condition which we indicate 
within the range of “SI 1 to SI 5”. What is the use of the described points of an entity? 
The weak points of an entity can reveal the “Achilles´ heel” of an opponent and indicate 
a way to potential actions(operations) targets to achieve continuous entity conditions 
on its trajectory towards the nal condition (a target) of its behaviour. We should avoid 



strong points, protect from them and, at the same time, eliminate their inuence on us 
and our actions (operations). Besides cases which are utilizable for our aims. 

2 step: the analysis of asymmetric opponent weak and strong points
The evaluation of an asymmetric opponent, his weak and strong points in particu-

lar areas expresses the certain effect (response), as the present reality condition which is  
elicited, in causal relation, by new condition which is referred to as a reason.

The reason represents the condition or phenomenon which determines the forma-
tion of new condition or an effect (response). In this step, the main attention is paid to 
identication of the most probably reasons for each weak and strong point of an entity, 
generally, by the casual analysis, as “the method of revealing of causal phenomena rela-
tions... in sociology, in causal analysis, mathematic-statistical procedures, correlation 
indexes, factor analysis, discriminant analysis etc. are used.” 4 The possible reason for 
each point of an entity is indicated as “P SL 1 to P SL 5”or “P SI 1 to P SI 5”.

Fig. 1: The situation model of an asymmetric opponent (variant)

The causal relation expresses objective reality when the reason does not fall out, or 
it initiates an effect (response) in particular conditions. We have to take into the account 
different types or forms of relations: serious, secondary, outer, inner, functional, proce-
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dural, short-time, long-time, linear, non-linear, immediate, conveyed, logical, acciden-
tal, permanent or temporary and similar.

3 step: the risk appraisal 
After lling the “matrix” of an asymmetric opponent situation model (Fig. 1), we 

will realize the risk appraisal of entity identied weak and strong points. According to 
the specialists, the risk appraisal cannot start from a threat analysis but, most likely, 
from a value analysis i. e. our defence interests (their vulnerability including) and coun-
termeasures. 

The risk is not judged from the threat potential in entity weak and strong points but 
primary it is evaluated from the point of view of threats of state security interests in a 
particular area. The Winkler equation of a risk5 is considered to be the most respectable 
deterministic tool of the quantitative risk evaluation (on a numeral or word scale).

According to the introduced equation, the intelligence community understands 
that “the risk is dened as directly proportional to ordinal quantities of threat motiva-
tion as an active subject, to this subject potential, vulnerability of endangered value and 
the value as such and indirectly proportional to an ordinal quantity of countermeasures, 
in principle, to reduce the value”.6 The risk evaluation in entity weak and strong points 
is indicated as “R 1 to R 6”, i. e. and it expresses nominal risk, very low risk, low risk, 
medium risk, high risk and very high risk. The introduced evaluation expects the exist-
ence of an evaluation criteria chart of risk security.

The risk appraisal is generally inuenced by priority and sequence determination 
or parallelism of appropriate actions (operations), in compliance with the required cumu-
lative effect to achieve nal (continuous) condition of entity behaviour (as a system). 
The system behaviour represents the way of realizing the aims and reactions on (outer 
and inner) stimuli which is displayed in the system vicinity i. e. it may also directly, 
indirectly, positively or negatively inuence also us. 

4 step: the entity nal condition denition – an asymmetric opponent
The specialists understand the entity nal condition denition as a target denition 

which is a starting point for EBAO implementation during the decision process, i. e. for 
effect determination, consequently the selection of actions (operations) and means of 
their implementation. 

“The nal condition is represented by a complex of required conditions (circum-
stances) which is necessary to establish in a structure of a complex adaptive system 
(a subject behaving as an enemy or whatever ineligible social phenomenon could be, for 
example, of our interest).” 7 The determination of required nal condition is the task of 

             Motivation × Threat potential × Vulnerability × Value    
Risk  =   –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

Countermeasures 
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political state administration (as “high command”) which is obligatory for all available 
tools of state power. 

In the presented framework, the armed forces also treat the state defence security 
interests. In the “matrix” of a situation model of an asymmetric opponent, the required  
nal condition is qualitatively described in particular areas in which we want to “get” 
an opponent (Fig. 1). The solution of difference between the nal and present condition 
of an opponent’s behaviour, is the solution of a social character complex problem with a 
lot of values and a set of entity conditions. From the mentioned reasons, it is necessary 
to work precisely in teams of analysts and to ll up available software support for the 
whole process of entity behaviour changes. 

5 step: the entity change – an asymmetric opponent
By the word “change” we understand “the most generous form of entity existence 

which expresses each motion, inuence, inner transformations, quantitative expansion 
and reduction of characteristics as well as qualitative entity transformation”.8 We are 
able to carry out a successful change (partial or nal) normally in three steps by: 

a) discontinuance of present entity level,
b) performance of entity change towards the new qualitative or quantitative entity 

change and
c) stabilizing of achieved (partial, nal) condition of entity behaviour. 

We know from self practice, practice of commercial and non commercial compa-
nies that required changes are planned, but real life requires solving accidental, immedi-
ate, unexpected, operative changes. We have to be prepared for these situations and to 
improve personal abilities of employees, ghting power and exibility of an organiza-
tion designed for managing the changes. 

One of the most effective tools in controlling the planned and operative changes is 
a process of controlling the changes with application of situation control methodology.  

The planned change is dened, according to specialists, by two main dimensions:
– change phases which express conditions through which an organization has to go 

through when implementing changes and 
– processes which respond to methods used for organization transfer from one condi-

tion to another.9

In the case of the introduced denition application of planned changes in a security 
sector for needs of entity condition control changes – asymmetric opponent behaviour, 
we generally overcome:

1. the rst phase of realizing the needs of an entity condition change – by monitoring, 
analyzing, and condition evaluation (behaviour) of an object (opponent) ; the state 
authority uses available news on the national and international level, from the entity 
inside and the vicinity; 

2. the second analytical-synthetic phase – in accordance with the system and holistic 
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approach to entity investigation, we carry out the modied analysis SWOT of an 
asymmetric opponent, with the emphases on investigation of present condition, 
causality of its demonstration and their risk evaluation from the point of view of  
the state security defence interests in dened areas;    

3. the third vision change elaboration and strategy change selection – an original 
vision of the state authority with analytical-synthetic information and knowledge, it 
is developed and specied in a vision about the required entity condition change – 
an asymmetric opponent and strategy selection in a form of an accomplished strate-
gic plan of a required change (a change of target determination and necessary proc-
esses, useful tools and sources for change realization);

4. the fourth decision on performing the change – it is the only right of the state 
authority (political administration – “high command”) which takes political respon-
sibility for consequences of entity condition executed changes, similar to the 
change target determination which represents the nal condition of an entity and 
processes necessary for achieving the aim; the importance of responsibility is high-
lighted also by knowledge that “the decision is made in conditions of certain lim-
ited threat which  results from a lack of information about the future behaviour of 
a decision making subject and an inside decision object, more or less developed 
likelihood eld, with higher or lower risk of its consequences, which creates certain 
tension in what exists, what we want to happen and what will really happen”;10 

5. the fth phase of change projecting – a determined central coordination commit-
tee and a project team which is controlled by the authority supported by “high 
command” having particular competencies for change execution, will work out the 
results of condition and process analyses of an asymmetric opponent in line with 
the vision and state authority decision:
• principles for state tools utilization in the process of a change,
• principles of effective and exible control, monitoring, analysis, evaluation and 

potential corrections of temporary change conditions and processes, coordina-
tion, cooperation and communication of available tools in the change process, 

• identies temporary entity conditions (partial aims) in the process required 
change towards the nal state in certain time; 

• analyses possible impacts of changes on expected processes in achieving tem-
porary entity conditions,

• identies and analyses necessary processes in achieving temporary entity con-
ditions and dened nal condition in certain time;

• identies and analyses positive and negative forces for change execution on 
national and international level inside and in the vicinity of an entity – asym-
metric opponent in present and perspective change conditions;

• estimates required sources for successful change execution in a certain time”.

 In the process of change projecting, it is important to dene temporary entity condi-
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tions which present the predictive task solution generally with the model use. The 
construction of a predictive model results from the knowledge that “the models 
express dependence of one quantity detected on a model object, on quantities 
of others”.11 The model then represents the functional relation of expected value 
of quantity dependent on independent entity quantities and parameterization off 
a selected model of an entity analysis. There exists a huge amount of utilizable 
algorithms creating predictive models of different types, where the most utilized 
ones, according to specialists, are the following: decision trees, neuron nets, and 
a regression statistical model, a model based on the nearest neighbours and simi-
lar. The optimum solution for fullling the asymmetric opponent behaviour change 
tasks, is an application of “a method of nearest neighbours (k-NN: k - nearest 
neighbours)” during the process of change projecting. “The model k-NN predicts 
unknown value of the dependent quantity on the base of resemblance to examples 
where this value is known”.12 If we know present and nal entity condition we use 
them for dening temporary conditions through which we will probably accom-
plish a change. The specialists, working in the sphere of independent qualities, rst 
dene the distance function “d” which serves to quantitative evaluation of resem-
blance of two examples. On the base of this function they look for the predicted 
instance “k” of the nearest neighbours (e. g. known present condition and required 
nal entity condition) in a set of examples. The value of dependent quantity is 
consequently determined on the base of so called nuclear function. The specialists 
regard the arithmetic average11 as the simplest nuclear function:

  The prediction for the i object (temporary entity condition) is then average value 
of dependent quantity at “k” nearest neighbours found in examples, e. g. y(1), is 
the value of objective function of the nearest neighbour, y(2) of the second nearest 
neighbour etc. The more complex nuclear function uses a distance function which 
determines importance of the y(j) values application. In the case of classicatory 
(not numerical) tasks, solving an asymmetric opponent is one of them, a classica-
tory example ,instead of average value, is allocated to the concept which is the 
most occurred in the vicinity of “i” object of interest (i. e. among “k” nearest neigh-
bours). What is the possible application of the introduced method for our purposes? 
From the nal condition of Stn and present entity condition – asymmetric opponent 
Sto, we rst determine the temporary entity condition St2. Then we come up to 
dening of other partial conditions: from the temporary condition St2 and present 
Sto condition, we determine the temporary entity condition St1. 

  From the nal condition Stn and temporary condition St2, we dene the tempo-
rary entity condition St3 etc. The total number of dened temporary entity condi-

                                                                                k 

                                                           y (i) = 1/k   ∑ y (j)           
                                                                              j = 1 
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tions on a trajectory to the nal condition of its behaviour, depends on responsible 
state authority decision. It represents a scale of expected qualitative entity changes, 
it expresses “tenderness”, or “a step change” of an entity (Fig. 2). On the other side, 
the life proves possible but unexpected entity condition changes which react some-
times unpredictably, spontaneously, unreasonably and often excessively. From the 
introduced reason, it is:  
• a minimum set of entity conditions composed of change conditions we plan, 

expect, or predict,
• a set created by all expectable entity conditions in the process of a change (in 

the form of a decision tree and similar). 
6. the sixth phase of effect dening – when we know present entity behaviour condi-

tion and we have determined temporary entity conditions on a trajectory to the nal 
condition, we can come up to dening effects for entity transitions from Sto up to  
Stn. 

  The solution of a listed task can make utilizing of the Entity – relation diagram   
easier, with application for creating the concrete “multidimensional Entity – rela-
tion diagram” of an asymmetric opponent. It will help us to identify partial effects 
within a required cumulative effect on the entity of interest. 

Fig. 2: Minimum set of entity conditions – variant

  A conceptual relation model of an entity identies individual elements (entities) 
of real life “which should be depicted by a model (and then a database system) and 
mutual relations”.13 
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  The diagram creates: 
• depiction of an entity type – “rectangles” – which represents a set of given type 

objects as an asymmetric opponent, a person, a group etc. of which all instances 
have the same attributes, 

• attributes – “ovals” – (which approach an entity of interest or correlation), and 
attributes, 

• entity type relations – “a diamond”.
  In a process of asymmetric opponent behaviour changes, we will use the crea-

tion of multidimensional diagrams for each analyzed area (parameter) of an asym-
metric opponent in line with the modied SWOT entity analysis (a situation model) 
(e. g. Fig. 3). 

Fig. 3: Multidimensional Entity-relation diagram: the area of Warfare – variant

7. the seventh phase of dening actions (operations) and means (sources) for their 
achievement – on the base of the predicted and required cumulative effect on 
asymmetric opponent behaviour and in line with allocated sources; according to 
specialists´opinions, “we must bear in mind that one action can cause an effect in 
more parameters and certain ability (to achieve effect) is needed for more actions. 
From the mentioned reason, it is necessary to make a list of mutual relations…” 14  
“effect-action” by objective software for EBAO; 

8. the eighth phase of change realization – especially, media support and preparation 
of an entity condition change, on a national and international level; 
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9. the ninth phase of an action (operation), actions (operations) – the performance of 
actions on the base of logical coordination, cooperation and communication within 
all available tools and people involved, partners and sympathizers; normally a set 
of operations in politics, economy, military, social life, in the vicinity or inside the 
entity; 

10. the tenth phase of action (operation) monitoring, analyzing and evaluating  
effects.

  In evaluation of  achieved action (operation ) effects, worked “decision tree” 
of a set of all expectable  conditions (as in the case of “morphological analysis” 15 
in “inductive creation of decision trees” 16 and similar), or “we simplify a decision 
tree” when solving classication tasks of effect evaluation in three classes (Fig. 4):
• 1 class – represents achieving of an expected (required) effect on Entity behav-

iour,
• 2 class – represents the positive trend of entity condition without achieving the 

required effect and 
• 3 class – represents the negative trend of entity condition with deviation from 

the required effect on entity behaviour. 

Fig. 4: Graphic depiction of an action/operation achieved effect

  The designed depiction of an achieved effect is possible to perform after each 
action/operation or after a set of actions/operations. It is progressed from “a tree 
root” which is characterized by the present condition So, compared to the nal con-
dition. 

  In the case of the positive trend of entity condition without achieving the 
required effect and temporary effect, we depict “a leaf of a tree” on the right of 
a root. After an additional action or a set of actions without a condition change, we 
depict “a new leaf” parallelly with “a tree trunk”.   
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  In the case of achieving temporary entity condition we head off “a leaf” to 
a point which creates intersection of temporary entity condition (e. g. S1) and “a tree 
trunk”, so called a tree joint. 

  In the negative trend of entity condition with deviation from the required effect 
and condition, we depict “a tree leaf” on the left of a root and continue in graphic 
depiction after an action or a set of actions, the same as in the positive case. 

  In achieving required effect on entity behaviour, we depict directly “a tree 
trunk” from “a root”. The simplied decision tree enables fast and tabular graphic 
evaluation of achieved effects after a set of performed actions, especially for pur-
poses of leaders or “high command” of a state. 

11. the eleventh fastening phase of achieved entity condition.

6 step: situation control of a change (effect, action) 
The approach to action/ operation control (which, in principle, also creates an inde-

pendent complex system) with utilizing the methodology of situation control, is mainly 
based on situation recognition and estimation of actual entity condition (situation) with 
following situation classication into exemplary situation classes according to dened 
evaluation criteria which have control strategies predetermined in line with an action 
objective and required effect.   

“A situation is a general concept of system condition (as used in the automatic con-
trol theory) which expresses a decision process which prejudges development in context 
with existing condition”. Under the notion a complex system situation “we understand 
general condition of a complex system in relation to the outer vicinity”.18

The control strategy represents a set of alternatives which is the result of decision 
processes. The very result of a control process depends on the selected strategy, inu-
ence of outer conditions on a system (an asymmetric opponent), entity inner condition, 
a decision maker (or a team of decision makers) and undetermined factor inuence 
(unpredictable circumstances) in given entity surroundings. The process aim and elec-
tion determination of a set of evaluation criteria for entity condition examination is and 
will stay, according to specialists, a solo area of human activities. 

“Situation control is understood as control in a real time” 17, within which we get 
off identied actual entity situation to required temporary or nal condition after solv-
ing the divergence from action/operation plans, i. e. Required cumulative effects on the 
entity, on the base of information orders to perform correction action interference. The 
situation control enables seeking of optimum solution in short time limits after identi-
cation of divergence from required entity condition within state security interests of 
defence, required effects on an asymmetric opponent will, as well as on utilizing of 
human, material, technical and nancial source effectiveness.  

7 step: repeating of 5—11 phases for progressive transition through transition 
entity conditions 
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8 step: improving of achieved nal entity change condition – behaviour of an 
asymmetric opponent; monitoring, analysis and entity condition evaluation with 
utilizing of software support of the whole process of a change, multidimensional 
support of nal entity condition. 

9 step: the analysis of change control experiences of an identied asymmetric 
opponent in the certain system vicinity, transfer and distribution of obtained 
experiences to relevant and authorized bodies within “a learning organization”, 
processing of recommendations for the state authority (state and non state people 
involved “in state services”). 

3.  Conclusion 
Asserting of methodology of operations (actions) planning and performing with an 

approach to operations, based on EBAO effects, predicts the existence and utilizing of 
experienced expert teams of specialists for individual spheres (parameters) of an entity 
of interest – an asymmetric opponent. The accurate work of experts is determined by 
knowledge, team member experience and their ability to predict. Seeking for effective 
control tools and software support of an entity change is a necessary part of a whole 
process. The required cumulative effect on a will and behaviour of an opponent, is pos-
sible to achieve only by coordinated and objective oriented utilizing of state and non 
state tools in “state services”, in defence of its security interests.   
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